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Introduction

Trace and extension theorems for the dassical Sobolev spaces have been known for weIl
over 30 years. They go back to Aronszajn, Besov, Slobodeckij, Stein, and many others.
Kaljabin obtained corresponding results for the so-ealled spaees of funetions of generalized
smoothness.
The theory of pseudodifferential operators led to yet another type of funetion spaces,
where the smoothness varies in space. Although these spaces have been investigated
for almost three deeades, cf. Unterberger and Bokobza [23], it seems that DO general
trace or extension theorems have been proven. One reason might be that the standard
pseudodifferential methods faH in this situation. The present paper gives a solution for a
dass of such spaces.
For certain hypoelliptic pseudodifferential symbols a we define the Sobolev space wi,Qcmn

)

by
w2

1,Q(m") = {u E S'(m") : u E L2(mn
) and Au E L2(m")} ;

here, A = Op a. We then show that the restrietions of these functions to the hyper
plane {xn = O} belong to wi,al cmll

-
1

), where a'(x', ~') = (e') -1/2 #a(x', 0, e', 0), and that
the restriction operator is in fact surjective. Except for tbe required hypoellipticity, the
essential assumption for the trace theorem is a conormal ellipticity condition guaran
teeing a minimal growth for the quotient a(x, ~)/a(x, ~', 0); for details see Theorem 2.1.
Conversely, in order to obtain the extension theorem, we have to control the quotient
a( x', O,~) / a( x', 0, e', 0) from above, cf. Theorem 2.2. Both conditions are quite natural
from the point of view of B.-W. Schulze's wedge Sobolev spaces, cf. [21], [20], although,
for technieal reasons, this relationship is not exploited in the present prooL
An example for a symbol a where all assumptions are fulfilled is a(x,~) = (~)q(x) (1 +
In (~)) t W here a is a smooth function wi th all derivatives bounded and inf a(x) > 1/2; t E

IR.
This indudes the dasses eonsidered by Unterberger-Bokobza and Beauzamy, where a was
the sum of a constant and a rapidly deereasing function. In addition, symbols of the
form a(x,~) = (~)u(x) reeently have gained interest as generators of FeIler semi-groups
and Markov processes [8], [18], [11]. The present results should provide a further step
towards the understanding of boundary value problems also for operators with symbols
such as these.
We reduce the proof of the trace theorem to a boundedness result for a composition of
pseudodifferential operators on standard Sobolev spaces over IFtl

• Although simple in
spirit, this requires a careful analysis sinee the symbols a and a' live on spaces of different
dimension.
Vice versa, the extension operator is constructed in a straightforward way. Again we
reduce the problem to showing the boundedness of a composition of operators on Sobolev
spaces. This time, however, we have to show continuity from Hk(IR"-l) to Hk(IRll

) for
large k, and the operators are partly pseudodifferential, partly potential operators in
Boutet de Monvel's calculus.
Using different methods, Pesenson [19] has recently proven trace and extension theorems
for a certain dass of non-isotropie Sobolev spaces on the Heisenberg group, given by vector
fields satisfying Hörmander's condition.
The present proof does not earry over to the case oi- Besov spaces B;,q with p, q =I- 2.
The reasan is the well-knawn limitation of the boundedness results for standard pseudod
ifferential operators: For p i= 2, the continuity of operators with symbols in S~,s on LP
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Sobolev spaces requires that p = 1, cf. [6], while here we take advantage of the fact that,
for p = 2, the much weaker condition 0 ::; 8 ::; p ::; 1,8 < 1 is sufficient. The basic concept
of reducing both the trace and the extension theorem to boundedness results seems to
be quite general. We therefore hope that, for a restricted dass of symbols, trace and
extension theorems can be obtained also in the case P #- 2 using more refined continuity
results.

1 Pseudodifferential Operators and Sobolev Spaces
of Variable Order of Differentiation

A function p(x,~) belongs to the d~s S;;6' -00 < m < 00, 0 ::; 0, p ::; 1, 8 < 1, provided
that for all multi-indices Q', ß there is a constant coß such that

(1) Ip~~; (x, ~)I::; caß (~)m-plo!+6IßI

for all x, ~ E JRn. Here p~~~ = Be Dgp(x,~) and (~) = (1 + 1~12)1/2.
The set of all functions p(x,~) such that (1) only holds for laI::; land Ißl ::; J will be
denoted by S';6(1, J), I, J E IN.
For p E S';6 or p E S;::6( I, J) define the semi-norms

I I(m) - {I (0)( t)\ (t)-m+P1ol-61ßI}P (l k) - max sup p(ß) X, I:. I:.
, 1019 x,~

IßI:';;k

The pseudodifferential operator p(x, D x ) or Op P with symbol p(x,~) is defined by

[P(x, D,,) u](x) = Jeire p(x, {) uW a~

for u in the Schwartz space S(JRn)j u(~) = Je-ixeu(x) dx is the Fourier transform of tL,

and a~ = (27r)-nd~. For p E S~6'

p(x, Dx ) : S(IRn
) -t S(JRTl

)

is continuous and can be extended to a continuous operator from S'(JRn) to S'(JRn).
Concerning the composition we will need the following observation.

1.1 Lemma. Let PI E sm I
6 , P2 E S":,26 . Then PI (x, Dx)P2(X, Dx) = p(X, Dx) has a

PI, 1 f'~' 2

symbol p(x,~) with the Jollowing expansion

(2)

where

and

(3) r.."e(x,~) = (21r )-nos- JJe-;Y' p~"'>Cx,~ + 1J'1) P2h)(x + y, {) dy d'1

We shall write p = PI #P2.
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As usual, cf. [12, Chapter 2, Theorem 3.1], this follows from Taylor's formula combined
with integration by parts for the particular form of r'"Y,O'

For P1 = P2 = P, 81 = 82 = 8 and 8:::; P we have pE S;:J+m
2 and rN E S:J+m

2-(N+1)(P-S).

1.2 Theorem. Let p E S;;:S, 0 ~ 8 :::; P :::; 1, 8 < 1, and s E IR. Then there exist
integers I, J such that

H2(IRn
) is the usual Sobolev space 0/ all distributions u with (1 - ~)tu E L'1(IRn ).

The theorem goes back to Calderon and Vaillancourt, cf. [12, Chapter 7], Theorem 1.6;
in fact it is sufficient to ask that p E S;7s(1, J).

In [14] and [15], Besov and Sobolev spaces of variable order of differentiation were defined.

1.3 Definition. Let 0 :::; 8 < 1 and 0 < m' :::; m. A symbol a(x,~) E S;ns belongs to
the dass S(m, m'; 8) if there is a constant R ~ 0 with the following properti~

(i) for all multi-indices 0:, ß, and all (x,~) E JRn x JRn with I~I ~ R

(4)

(ii) there exist constants c, cl > 0 such that for all (x,~) E IRn x lRn with I~I ~ R

(5)

The symbols of the dass S(m, rn'; 8) are a good substitute for the symbol 1~12 of the
Laplacian which is used in the definition of the usual function spaces. For examples see
[14], [15], [12].

1.4 Remark.
(i) If a E S(m, m'; 0), b E S(m, m'; 0), then

ab E S(m +m, m' +rn'j max (0, 8)).

(ii) The symbol c(x', e) = a(x', 0, e, 0) belongs to S(m, m', 8) with respect to lIf?-1.

(iii) The elements of S(m, m', 8) are hypoelliptic. Given a E S(rn, m', 8) we can construct
a parametrix b(x, Dx ) to a(x, Dx); Le. b(x, Dx)a(x, Dx ) - land a(x, Dx)b(x, Dx) - I both
have symbols in S-oo = nS;::5' Moreover, b will satisfy the estimates

(6) Ib~;~(x,()1 :::; ca ßla(x,()1-1 (()-lal+S Iß1

for all (x, () E lRn X JRn, I~I ~ R, cf. [12, Chapter 2, §5].

1.5 Definition. For j = 1,2, ..., ~nd a E S(m, rn'j 8) let A = Opa and

where
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The definition extends to 1 < p < 00, cf. [14]. It shows a convenient way to relate
function spaces and pseud6differential operators, cf. [22], [24],[25] [26], [1]. We shall need
the following fact.

1.6 Theorem. Wi,a(mn) is a Hilbert spaceJ and S(JRn) is a dense subset. For p E
s~ s we have p(x, Dx ) E L(W{a(lRn

)). 1f a is an other symbol and a - a E S-oo then,
W~',a(lRn) = Wt,ä(lRn ).

For further results see [15].

1.7 Lemma. W{a(JRn) = Wi,a\1Rn).

Pro 0 f. By Remark 1.4, ai E S(jm, jm'; 8). Let B U) = Op b(j) be a parametrix to Op ai .
Then

11 Aiul L 2 11 ~ 11 AiB(j)Op aiul L2 11 + 11 AiR(j)UI L2 11

with R(j) E S-oo, so that the last term can be estimated by cllulL2 1l. Applying (6), a
careful analysis of a# .. . #a#b(j) gives AiBU) E S~,s' By Theorem 1.6 we get

Vice versa, let B = Op b be a parametrix to A = Op a. Then Bi is a parametrix to Ai,
and

1I Opaiul L 2 11 ~ 11 Opai BiAiul L211 + 11 Opai Riul L211

with Ri E 5-00
• Again, the last term can be estimated by c Ilu IL2 11, and just like before

Op aiBi E S~,s' Hence

2 The Main Results

As usual we write the variables in lRn in the form x = (x', xn), ~ = (~', ~n).

2.1 Theorem. (Trace Theorem)

Let a E sQo 5(m, rn'j 8), m' > ~, satisfy

(1)

for sorne e· > 0. Then the restrietion operator

is continuous. Here, a'(x',f) = (e)-lj2#a(x',O,f,O).

The restriction operator is in fact surjective. This follows from
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2.2 Theorem. (Extension Theorem)

Let a E sQo S(m, m'; 8), m' > !, satisfy

(2)
I
a(x', 0, e, ~n) I < C (ill)K
a(x', 0, e, 0) - (f)

for Bome K. > O. Then there is a bounded opemtor

with (oE = id. Again, a'(x',C) = (e)-1/2#a(x',O,e,O).

2.3 Remark. In view of the fact that we may change the symbol a for smalll~1 without
changing the space wi,acmn

), cf. Theorem 1.6, it is sufficient to ask the estimates (1)
and (2) hold for 1~1 ~ R.
Likewise it is obviously sufficient to ask that estimate (1) holds in a small strip {Ixn I < c}
only.

2.4 Remark. For symbols of the form

(3)

the spaces W 1 ,aClRn) were considered by Unterberger and Bokobza [23], Visik and Eskin
[24], [25], Beauzamy [2]. Here, o-(x) = S + 'ljJ(x) with a constant 5, and 'lj; E S(JRn

).

If t E IR, then the spaces W 1,a(IRn) associated with

(4) a(x,~) == (~)O"(:r;) (1 + In (~))t

were treated in Unterberger-Bokobza [23] and 'Unterberger [22].

It is easy to check that the symbols in (3) and (4) belang to sgoS(m,m', 8) and satisfy
(1) and (2) provided info-(x) > 1/2. This is also true for a generalization of (3) used in
[11], where o-(x) is a function belonging to BOO(IRn

) - it is o-(x) and all its derivatives are
bounded on JRn. For all these examples, trace and extension theorems are so far unknown.

3 Proof of the Trace Theorem

In the following we shall assurne that a E sgoS(m, m', b'), m' > ~' satisfies inequality (1)
in Theorem 2.1.

Pro 0 f. Since A is hypoelliptic, there is a parametrix B with symbol in 51.':' (JRn
) such

that BA = 1+ R with R E 8-00
• Now u = BAu - Ru. By assumption AuE L'2(JRn) so

that u E H2'(JRn) by Theorem 1.2. The classical trace theorem now gives the assertion,
since m' > 1/2.

We denote by A and A' the operators with symbols (~) and (e), respectivly.. As in
Theorem2.1, A' is the operator with the symbol (f) -1/2 #a(x', 0, C, 0), while Ao is the
operator with the symbol a(x', X n , e, 0).
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3.2 Lenlma. Fix k = 1t~·, cf. Theorem 2.1. Without loss 0/ generality we may and will
assume that k < m'. Let B, R be as in the prool 01 Lemma 3.1. For the proolol Theorem
2.1 it is sufficient to show that

(1)

Pro 0 f. We have ,0 u E L2(JRn-1) by Lemma 3.1. It remains to show that A' ,0 u E
L2 (JRn-1). For u E Wi,a(JRn

) we have

(2)

since ,0 A'-k+1/2 Ao = A,-k A'/o. The second summand on the right hand side of (2)
certainly is a function in L2(JRn-1), since R E S-oo and A' E S(m - 1/2, m' - 1/2; 8).
By assumption, AuE L2 (IRn ), hence A-kAuE Hk(JRn ). If (1) holds, the trace of
(A,-k AoB Ak ) A-k Au is in Hk - 1/7.(JRn-1). So the first summand also belongs to L2(JRn-1).

3.3 Lemma. Let b denote the symbol 0/ Band

(3)

with the fixed k 0/ Lemlna 3.2. In order to prove the boundedness in Lemma 3.2, it is
sufficient to show that q = q1 + q2, where q2 induces an H;(JRn)-bounded operator, while
for every S > 0, q1 satisfies the estimates

(4)

for aI! a, ß with 101 :s; I, IßI ::; J. Here land J denote the number of derivatives required
in Theorem 1.2 for s = k.

Pro 0 f. The right hand side of (4) equals

(5)

By assumption, a E S(m, m'; 8) for allS> O. Choose p= min (:;,1), 8 < min (p, 8[~i+1)'
Then (5) implies that q1 E S~,6(I, J) and Theorem 1.2 shows the boundedness in H~(JRn).

3.4 Lemma. The symbol q in (3) has a decomposition q = q1 + q2 as in Lemma 3.3.

Pro 0 f. The symbol of b(x, ~)# (~)k is b(x,~) (~)k. Choose M = [m). The composition
formula for pseudodifferential symbols gives

(6)

where the precise form of the remainder term rM(x,~) is given in Lemma 1.1. Let us first
look at the terms under the summation. For arbitrary 0 and ß,
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Here we have used the estimates (4) and (6) of Section 1. Summing for all l/ll ~ M, we
obtain the estimate

(7) [a(Jl)(x, (, O)b(Jl)(x,~) (~)k] (0')
(ß)

~ C (() -10'1 (~)Ißls+k (() -MS (()AfS la(x, (, O)lla(x, ()1-1 max ((()MS-IJlI (~) -M6+IJlI6)
ItJl~M

where the maximum is less than or equal 1. In order to control the remainder term we
consider

r~,o(x,0 = Os-JJe-iV"a(~)(x, e+ '10)b(~)(x + y, 0 (Ok dyd'l

for lfLl = M + 1, and we identify e and (e,O).
The estimate is quite technical. It will therefore be given in Lemma 3.5, below. We will
show that, for all multi-indices a, ß, with laI ~ land lßI ::; J, with the numbers land
J of Lemma 3.3, there exists an LEIN, independent of 0, such that

(8)

Since 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, we mayassurne that

o::; ([m] + 1 + 2L + J)o < m' - k.

Then (8) implies that rM E Sg,o(I,J), so that Op rM E .c(H;(IRn
)) by Theorem 1.2.

By CM(X,~) denote the sum on the .right hand side of (6). Consider

(()-k #a(x,(,O)#b(x,()# (()k = (f)-k #(CM(X,~)+ rM(x,~)).

Clearly, (e) -k #rM(x, () induces a bounded operator on H;(IRn
). Using the composition

formula for N = [m]

(9) (O-k #CM(X,~) = L :1 ((O-k) (v) CM(v)(X,O +TN(X,O.
11I1~N

Proceeding as before and using (7) and (1)

,,[ ( ,)-k) (11) ( ](0')L.J (( CM(lI) X, () (ß)

Ivl~N

< cO'ß (() -k-IO'I (,) IßI6+k (() -(M+N)6 (~) (M+N)6Ia(x, (',0) Ila(x,~) 1-1
< c~ß (() -k-10'1+1/1+e·-(M+N)6 (~)k+IßI6+(M+N)6-1/2-e· .

Since k ~ l=t;c·, M = N = [m], the summation on the right hand side of (9) satisfies
precisely the estimates required for the function q1 in (4). We may therefore set q1(X,~) =
(~')-k #rM(x,~) + rN(x, ~), and we only have to show that rN(x,~) induces a bounded
operator on 11;(IRn

). Like before, we introduce r"YJß and show in Lemma 3.5, below, that
for all a, ß with lai::; 1, lßI ~ J, there exists an Lindependent of 0 such that

(10)

We may decrease 8 again and achieve that the first exponent in (10) is negative for all
IßI ~ J. This will imply that OprN E 'c(Hf(JRn)) and complete the proof of the lerruna.
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3.5 Lemma. Let 0 ~ fJ < 1 and let p, q be two symbols for which the following estimates
hold
(11) Ip~;~(x,~)1 ~ ~ß (~)1l+IßI6 (<,)ll'-Iol

(12) Iq~;? (x,~)I::; c~ß (~) t+1ß16 (() tl-Iol

For 101 ~ 1 and a multi-index, define

(13)

Here we write ~' instead of (e , 0). Moreover, let I, J E IN be given. Then there exists an
L J depending on 1, J, s, s', t ' und n, but independent of fJ und 0, such that

(14)

for aU 1,1 ~ s + s' + t' und aU a, ß with lai ~ I, IßI ~ J.

Pro 0 f. The proof employs a technique of Kumano-go, [12, Chapter 2, Lemma 2.4]. Due
to the more subtle estimates (11) and (12), however, a more careful analysis is required.
We first note that

It is sufficient to consider the terms under the summation separately.
Step 1. Fix" ab 0'2, ßl, ß2 and let

Io(x,~) = 08-JJe-i~pl~::") (X, ( + 87])q~~P,)(x + y, Odya7].

Now let 10 = [~] + 1. The fact that

e- i.. = (1 + (025 IyI2) 10 (1 + (0 25 (-ß")) 10 e-iU"

together with integration by parts gives

where

h9( x , ~, Y,71)

(15) = (1+ (0 25 1yI2t o (1+ (0
25 (-ß"))" [p~~+",)(x,( +07])ql~~p,)(x + y,~)] .

Since 210 > n, integration over y is well-defined.
Let

9



On fh U O2

(16)

and

(17)

(~) :0:::: (t + 0"1) :0:::: ~ {()

(;) :0:::: (t + 0"1') :0:::: ~ {()

We will now analyze the integrals

1e,} = Os - f [ e-iJJT/ho(x,~,Y,1])dyitTJ,JOjJRn
j = 1,2,3.

Step 2. On 0 1 U O2 , (11), (12), (16), and (17) imply that

Iho( X , ~, y, TJ) I

< (1 +(()26 Iy12ro[te){()26j02jS+o , ,ß, (t +0"1)-+Iß,J6(t +0"1')"-1"1+.,1-2
j
]

cq (C)t+h+ß218 (C/)t l

- la21
a2,'"Y2+ß2 ~ ~

(18) < cY,,~., (1 + (() 26 1y1 2) -1
0 (~) t+1.,16+ IßI6 (e) -+,'+,'-hl-Iol .

Step 3. Since 10 > ~,

independent of fJ and e, cf. [12, Chapter 2, (2.31 )].
Therefore

110,1 (x,~) I ::; c (~) t+I...,18+IßI8 (()"+"'+t'-hl-Ia! .

Since we had assumed that I/I 2: s + s' + t', the first term satisfies the desired estimate.
Step 4. In order to estimate 10,2, we first note that

(19)

Together with the estimate in (18) this gives

Integration by parts yields

IIo,2(x, 01 = 11, 1"11-210 Je- iV
"( -t.v)'Oho(x, Cy, "I )dyaTJ !

(20) < ~~...,Clon (~)t+hI8+1ß18+2Io8 (e)"+"'+tl-bl-lal-2Io8

Here we have used the inequality

10



Note that (20) again has the required from.
Step 5. On 03 , (e +87]') ~ (e + 87]) ~ 31171. Hence (11), (12), and (19) imply the
preliminary estimate

I( -L\u)L ho (x,~, Y, 1J)1
(21) ::; CLlo (1 +(() 26 1y 12)-10~ß3')'17]1"++"t +tt +IßI6+2106+lal (~) t+bI5+2L5+IßI6 (f) -lai.

Here s+ = max{ s, O}, analogously we define S~, t~; SO far LEIN is arbitrary.
Given land J, we now choose L so that

I + J +2/0 + s+ +s~ + t~ ~ 2L - n - 1

This is independent of " E, and 8. It allows us to estimate the exponent of 17] I in (21) by
2L - n - 1. Integrating by parts I

IIo,3(x, 01 < 11, 17J1-2Lf e-;"(_d.)L ho(x; t, y, 7J)dya7J 1

< c!;.ß~L { 17JI-n-l a7J f (1 + (02'!yI 2t IOdy (O'+hIH2LHIßIS (0 -lai.

The integration over Y and 7] gives a finite value, independent of e; so we obtain precisely
the estimate required for (14). This concludes the proof.

3.6 Remark. Looking more closely at the estimates, it is easy to check that we need
derivatives of p up to order 10'1 + Irl +n + 1 in ~, and order IßI in x. For q we need the
derivatives with respect to ~ uP to order 10' I, and with respect to x uP to order Iß1+1,1+2L.

4 Proof of the Extension Theorem

The idea in this section is the following. The hypoellipticity of the symbol a gives
an embedding of wi,a l

ClRn-1 ) in H;:'-l/2cmn-1). On this space, however, there ex
ist many continuous extension operators to H;: (JRn). We choose a particularly sim
ple one. Since m' > 1/2, the restriction operator 70 is well-defined on H~' (JRn). Re
stricting the extension operator to wi,a l

(JRn-l), we immediately get a right inverse to,0' The difficult task in this section is to show that the extension operator in fact
maps W2

1,a' (.lRn - 1 ) to W2
1,a(mn ). This again requires a careful analysis. We proceed

in aseries of lemmata. As befare A, A', A, and A' are the operators with symbols
a(x,~), a'(x',f) = (f)-1/2#a(x',O,e,0), (~) and (~'), respectively. B' = Opb' is a
parametrix to A' over JRn-l.

4.1 Lemma. For a fixed </J E C~( IR) with 4> == 1 near 0 define

by
(E u)(x', xn) = :F€-;~x' </J( (f) xn) :Fx l _€' u.

Then E exlends to a continuous operator

wi,a' (lRn-1) -7 H?{'I (JRn);

moreover, ,0 E = id on Wi ,a'(mn - 1 ).

11



Proo f. The operator E is suggested in [12, Chapter 6, Lemma 2.3]. The hypoellipticity
of a implies that a' E S(m - 1/2, m' - 1/2,8). Ir u E W~,a'CIRn-1), then A' u E L2 , hence
u E H;:'-1/2(~-1). It is well-known that E: H;:'-1/2(lRn- 1) -+ H;:' (lRn) is bounded
and that ,0 E = id on H:;'-1/2(lRn- 1), a fürteriori on wi,a' (lRn- 1).

4.2 Lemnla. Fix some k > 1\.. In order to pTove Theorem f.2 it is sufficient to show
that
(1) A-k A E B' A'k E .c(H~(lRn-1), H~(lRn)).

Pro 0 f. After Lemma 4.1 it remains to show that for u E w~,a' (lRn- 1 ), we have A Eu E
L2(IRn); notice that, trivially, Eu E L2(JRn). In view of the fact that W~,a(JRn) ~

H::' (lRn
), the continuity of Ethen is immediate from the closed graph theorem.

On the other hand, A Eu E L2(lRn) iff A-I. A E u E H;(lRn). Now

A-I. A Eu = A-I. A E B' A' u +A-I. A E I( u ,

where R' = I - B' A' ES-co. Therefore A-k A E R' u E H~(lRn); it is in fact much hetter.
Noting that A' u E L2(JRn-1) and A-I. A E B' A' = A-I. A E B' A'k A'-I. A' we obtain the
assertion.

In the following we will consider the products A-k A and E B' A'k separately. We will
decompose each of them in a finite number of terms which are "easy" to handle and
remainders with sufficiently good mapping properties.
Für the analysis of E B' A'k we rely on the theory of potential operators in Boutet de
Monvel's calculus.

4.3 Theorem. Let I = l(x' ,e', xn) be a Coo function on JRn-1 X JRn-1 X lR, J.l E IR, and
suppose that for all r, r' E IN0, 0', ß E IN~-l

(2)

Then the operator
OpKl: H;(IRn- 1

) -+ H;-Po(IRn)

is bounded for every s E IR. Here the potential operator OPKl associated with l is defined
by

(OPKI)f(x',xn) = (27r)"" Jeix'<'l(x',(,xn)j(nd(.

For every fixed s we only need a finite number of 0', ß, r, r' in (2) in order to estimate
IIOPK ll.c(H2(lRn- 1), H;-Po(IRn))ll·

Pro 0 f. This is immediate e.g. from Theorem 2.5.1 and (2.3.26) in [7].

4.4 Lemma. Let 1/; E S(JR) and l(x' ,e', x n ) = 1/;( (e') xn ). Then l satisfies the estimates
in (2) for fJ = -1/2.

Pro 0 f. This is an easy calculation, noting that 111/;((e') x n ) 1L2(lRxn )11 :::; C (e) -1/2 .

12



4.5 Lenlma. Let 1j; E S(JR), S E S~,s(IRn-l). Then

OPK1/J((e) xn) 0 Ops = L OpKl~ + (N + 1) L 0PK l (1 _,O)N r~.s(x',(,xn)dO
hl~N hl:=N+1 0 ,.

wilh

and

r'Y,9( x',(,x n )

= 08-JJe-iv'n' DJ,1/J((( +Or/) xnW;"s(x' +y', ()dy'ar(

Here J a", = (21r )1-nd",.

Pro 0 f. Writing out the integrals, 0PK 'ljJ( (f) xn ) 0 Op S = 0PK 1with

l(x', (, xn) = 08-JJe-iN 1/J( (( +,/') xn) s(x' + y', () dy'a,/'.

Taylor expansion with respect to ",' and integration by parts then gives the desired for
mulas.

It is our next goal to estimate the symbols of the operators in Lemma 4.5. As apreparation
we prove the following technical result.

4.6 Lemma. Let X E S(IR), P= p(f) E Sr,oCIRn-l)J q E Sr:s{IRn- 1L 0 ~ () ~ 1, and

ks(x', (, xn) = 08-JJe-iv'n'X( (( +Or/) xn)p(( +Or/)q(x' + y', (ldy'a,.,' .

Then
Ilko{x', f, xn ) IL2{lRxn )11 ~ c (fr~+VI-l/'2

wilh a constanl independent 0/0.

Pro 0 f. We again use the technique of the proof of Lemma 3.5; however, now the domain
of the integration is JRn-1 and we n"eed L2(D4n )-estimates.
Fixing /0 = [n~l] + 1 we have

ks(x', (, x n) = 08-JJe-i.'n'hs(x',(, y', ,.,', xn)dy'a,/'

with
ho(x',f,y', ",', x n ) =

(1 + (e)'6 Iy'I'r'D (1 + (e)'6 (-ßn,)y" [X( (( +0,.,') xn)P«( +O,.,')q(x' + y', (lJ .
Let

0 1 = {",' : 11]'1 ~ (()o/2} , 0'2 = {rl' :(()6/2 < 177'1< (f)/2} , 0 3 = {7]' : 11]'1 ~ (()/2} ,

and consider the three integrals similarly as before. The identity

DnjX((( +0,.,') xn ) = 0~~':~~:) (( + 0,.,') -1 (tDtX)( (( +0,.,') xn ) ,

then leads to the desired estimate, very much like before.
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4.7 Corollary. We use the notation of Lemma 4.5. Then

lIDO n.ß rDr' (' t' )IL2 (JR )11 < C (t')~-(N+1)(1-6)-101+IßI8-r+rle,ux1xn Xn r"Y,O x 'l:. ,Xn Xn _ l:. •

The constant is independent of 8.

Pro 0 f. We have

2: C010:l Os-JJ e-iU'l1'x~D~~De/+"Y {lj;( (( + 871') X n )}
01 +0:l=0

Dee? D~"!""f S(X' + y', f)dy'a71' .

We now have the following identities, j = 1, ... , n - 1:

x~D;~ {1/;( (f +017') X n)} = (( +0.,,') r'-r (t rD;'1/;)((f + 871') X n) ,

(3) D{j'H (( Hr/) X n ) = ~~': ~~:) «( Hr/)-1 (tDdJ)«( + (hl') X n ) .

The notation (t r D( lj;)( (e + 81]') xn ) indicates that we evaluate the function t 1-+ t r D;' lj;(t)
at t = (f + 0.,,') x n · Therefore x~D~~De/+"Y {1/;( (e + 8.,,') x n )} is a linear combination of

terms of the form p(f +81]')X( (e +81]') x n) with p E S~b011-hl-r+rl (JRn-1) and X E S(JR).
Note that both p and X depend on the choice of rand r'.
Now the assertion follows from Lemma 4.6.

4.8 Lemma.

(4)

The operator EB'A,k can be written in the form

where RN : H;(JRn-l) ----4 H2(JRn) is bounded, provided N is [arge enough. Here <p is
the fixed funetion of Lemma 4-1

Pro 0 f. First apply Lemma 4.5 in order to obtain the representation (4). Lemma 4.5
also gives the precise form of the remainder. Corollary 4.7 in connection with Theorem
4.3 implies the boundedness of RN provided N is large.

4.9 Lemma. We have the Jollowing estimates:

for [arge I~'l.

Pro 0 f. The symbol b' is a parametrix to a'(x', e') = (e) -1/2 #a(x', 0, e', 0) E S (m - 1/2,
m' - 1/2,8). By Remark 1.4(iii) we get the desired estimate.

Now we consider the composition of A-I. A with EB'A,k. We start with a decomposition
of the symbol of A-I. A.

14



4.10 Lemma. Let L, MEIN. Then we can write

M

(~)-k #a(x,~) == L x~a.1(x',O,~) + x~+laM+l(x,~) + rL(X,e),
.1=0

where, for all multi·indices a, ß, we have the estimates

(5) ID~ D~aj(x', 0, ~)I

(6) !DeD~aj(x', 0, ~)l

(7) IDeD~aM+l(x,<)1
(8) IDeD~rL(x, ~)l

< Cla(x', 0, e)1 (~) -k+j6-lal+IßI6 ,

< C (~) m-k+j8-lal+IßI8 ,

< C (e)m-k+(M+l)8-lal+IßI8 ,

< C (~)m-k-L(1-6)-lal+IßI8 .

j == 0, ,M, leI large,

j == 0, , M,

Pro 0 f. We use the asymptotic expansion formula for symbols

In view of the fact that a E S(m, ml
, 8) we have

(9) I[( (~) -k)(v) a(v) (x, e)]~~~ I~ c (e) -k-lvl(1-6)-lal+IßI6Ia(x, e) I,

and (8) is the immediate standard estimate for the remainder. Now we use Taylor's
formula

M .1 M+ll1
f(xn) = 2: x·7j(j)(O) + xM1 (1 - O)Mf(M+l)(Oxn)dO

j=O J. . 0

for the function l:lv[::;L ~ ((~) -k)(v)a(v)(x, ~). We obtain (5) from (9). Estimates (6) and

(7) also follow from (9), using that la(x, ~)1 ~ c (e)m .

4.11 Remark. In order to show the boundedness of A- k AEB'A,k : H~ (.IR:~-l) -t

Hk(IRn
) we split the operator up into four parts. In the notation of Lemma 4.8 and

Lemma 4.10

M

A-kAEB'A,k = L 2: Op(x~aj(x',O,~))OPK(Dl,tf;((e') xn)a~,b'(x',e) (()k)!,"y!
.1=0 hl:5N

(10) + L Op(x~+laM+l(x,~))OPK(De,tf;((() xn)a;,b'(x',() (()k)!'r!
hl:$N

+ L OprLOPK(D~ttf;((e) xn)a;,b'(x',() (()k)/,!
hl:::;N

+A-kARN .

Obviously the last summand does not require any attention, since RN : Hf(JRn-l) -t

H2'(IRn
) is bounded.

In order to analyze the others we make the following observations

(i) Op(x~c(x,~)) = l:{=Q ({) Op((-Den)'c(x,~))Op(x~-I) for an arbitrary symbol c.
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(ii) Dr4>( (~') xn) is a linear combination of terms of the form p(e)1jJ( (e) xn) where

p E S~~'1ICJRTl-1) and 1jJ E S(JR). Noting that

Op(Xn)OPK (1jJ"( (~') x n )) = 0PK ((~') -1 (t1jJ)( (e') X n ))

(for the notation cf. the remark after (3)), the composition

is a linear combination of terms of the form

(11 )

with p E S~h'1l-j+l(.mn-1) and 'lj; E S(JR).

(iii) In view of (ii), 4.9, and Theorem 4.3 we will have

bounded. Moreover Op rL : HIt' (JRn) --+ Hk(JRn) will be bounded for large L. Hence
the third term in (10) induces a bounded operator from Hk(JRn-l) to Hk(JRn) and
this is sufficient for Theorem 2.2 according to Lemma 4.2.

We now treat the second summand in (10).

4.12 Lemma. Por every '/

is bounded provided Al is sufficiently [arge.

Pro 0 f. The considerations in Remark 4.11 show that we have to estimate the norm of
an expression of the form

where [ = 0, ... , M +1, P E S~~-1-hl+1(.mn-l), and 'lj; E S(IR). We now use the estimates

of Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.9 together with the facts that la(x', 0, e', 0)1-1 :$ C (~') -mi.

We get

IID~D~,x:D~~{p(()1jJ( (f) xn)a;,b'(x', () (t) k} IL2(lRxn ) 11

:::; c (e') -laI-r+r'- M -1-1'11+1+hI6+IßI6+k-mI

Using Theorem 4.3 this will inducea bounded operator from H~(mn-l) to H;+M-l-k+m
l

(IRn) = HfI-l+m'(lRn), noting that 8 can be taken arbitrarily small, so that for the
maximum IßI required for the boundedness estimate we still have Iß18 < 1/2.
The operator Op DL aM+l maps lIr- l+ml (JRn) to H;+M(1-6)-8-m+m' (]Rn) which is a sub-

space of H~(JRn), provided M is large.

Now for the terms in the first summand in (10). We start with a simple observation.
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4.13 Lemma. Let q E nSrs(IRn - 1
), 'lj; E S(IR). Then

8>0 '

Notice that the mapping (x', X n, e, (n) H- q(X' , (') defines a symbol in S:;,iJ +~ (JR") for every
€ > 0, so that the operator Opq is well.defined on each H;(IRn

).

4.14 Lemma. We use the notation of Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.11.

is bounded for 0 ::; j ::; M and all multi-indices " 1,1 ::; N. Without loss 01 generality we
assume that M and N are fixed so large that the boundedness results 01 Lemma 4.8 and
Lemma 4.12 are valid.

Pro 0 f. As pointed out in Remark 4.11 it is sufficient to consider

for I = 0, ... ,j, P E S~b'"tl-i+l(lRn-l), .,p E S(JR). Using the boundedness of

and Lemma 4.13, aB we have to show is the boundedness of

For fixed j, I and I we denote the first symbol by qt{X',~) and the second by q2(X', ('). By
Lemma 1.1 we get

(12)

where rfii(x' , () is given in Lemma 1.1 and depends, of course, on j, I and I.
Now we show that each term of the sum of the right hand side of (12) defines a bounded
operator in Hk(JRn

). The boundedness of the operators defined by the remainder terms
in (12) will be shown in Lemma 4.16, below. Consider an arbitrary term under the
summation in (12). By Lemma 4.10 we have

]D€D~ (at DL ai( x', 0, ~)p(() (() k-l/2 D~a~,b'(x', ()) I
< cla(x', 0, <) 1 «) -k+i8-1-lö!+IßI8Ia(x', 0, (,0) 1-1 (f)1/2-hl-i+1+(k-l/2}+lä I8+hls-lol

I
( I 0 t' t ) I ( (t) ) -k+plol-l+i8< c a x, ,~ , ~n _~_ «)-p1al+8IßI ()-hl(I-8)-I&I(1-8)-i(I-8}-lal(l-p)

a(x',O,<',O) (~,) .

(
(t) ) te-k+plol+i8-1

< «) -plal+8IßI _~_
c «') ,

because of the assumption of Theorem 2.2.
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Let land J again denote the numbers of derivatives required in Theorem 1.2 for 8 = k.
Then we have for 10:1 ::; I, Ißl ::; J

(
(t) ) t<-k+pI+cM-l

ID~D~(etqlD~ q2) I ::; c (~) -p!"I+6IßI (~/)

::; C (e) -plal+cIßI

provided that we choose p = min (;;:r, 1) and 8 < p. This is possible, since we fixed
k > K, in Lemma 4.2, and since a(x,~) belongs to S(m, rn'j 8) for all 8 > °by assumption.
Then the last inequality implies that atqlD~q2 E S~,c(I, J) and by Theorem 1.2 we get
the boundedness in Hk(JRfl) of all summands of the sum in the right hand side of (12).
The proof is complete except for the estimates of the remainder terms which will be given
in the next two lemmas.

To estimate the terms rN(x,~) we need yet another modification of Lemma 2.4 in [12,
Chapter 2].

4.15 Lemma. Let 0 ::; 8 < ! and let ql, q2 be two symbols for which the following
estimates hold

Iq~(J)(X, ~)l < c~ß (~}"-lal+1ßlc

Iq;<J)(x, ~)I < c~ß (e)Iß1C (()t'-lal

For 101 ::; 1 then define

r~,9(x,O = Os-JJe-ill'lql~l(x,~ +07/)Q2(-Yl(x +y,f)dya7/ ;

where e= (6, ... '~fl-l, 0). Moreover, let I, J E IN be given. Then

I (a) ( t)l< r (t),,++tt-bI(1-c)+Iß1c (t,)-Io l
qry,8(ß) x, ~ - COßi ~ ~

for all , with 1,1 ~ 2(s+ + t~) and all 0:, ß with 10:1 ::; I, IßI ::; J. As before we use the
notation 0'+ = max{O',O}.

We omit the complete proof. It is very similar to that of Lemma 3.5; in fact it even is
slightlyeasier. The inequality 111 ~ 2(8+ +t~) is an analog of the condition 1,1 ~ 8+8'+t'
in 3.5; here we want (1 - 8)1,1 suffiCiently large and estimate it by 1,1/2.
4.16 Lemma. We use the notation of Lemma 4.14.
For N sufficiently large the remainder terms rN(x', e) in (12) define bounded operators in
Hk(IRfl ). Specifically, it is sufficent if N ~ M + I +2k.

Pro 0 f. lFrom Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.14 we know that the symbols ql and q2
introduced before fulfill the estimates in Lemma 4.15 with s = m - k + jS - 1 and
t' = -1,1- j +[-ln' + iriS +k. Hence it is sufficient to have N ~ 2(s+ +t~). By Lemma
4.15 we then have

Ir~lß)(x,~) I ~ c:ß (~) (m-k)++Mc+(l-j)++k-N(1-c)+IßI8 (f) -101.

In view of the fact that I S; j, °< 8 ::; 1/2, k > rn and Iß 1 ::; I we only need to ask that
N 2: M + I +2k in order to make sure that rN(x,~) E Sg,o(I, J). Hy Theorem 1.2 this
will guarantee the boundedness of OprR in H;(JRfl ).

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.14, hence that of Theorem 2.2.
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